A bio-hybrid material with special water affinity made from polyvinyl alcohol, rice starch and silk fibroin
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ABSTRACT: A hybrid material composed of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), rice starch (RS) and silk fibroin (SF) with opposite water affinity on each surface was successfully prepared. The hybrid material was prepared by placing PVA/RS/SF hydrogel onto glycerol-modified PVA/RS/SF film and leaving them to adhere. SF content in the hydrogels was optimized first by mixing various SF amounts to a mixture of PVA:RS (2:1 by weight). The 8.00 part per hundred of polymer (php) of SF was an appropriate concentration revealed by the maximum values of gel fraction and percent porosity. This SF content caused the blend to exhibit the highest water saturation and best mechanical properties. The glycerol-modified hydrophobic film with the same PVA/RS/SF composition was prepared and found that the water contact angle of the film had increased approximately three times after water soaking. The hybrid material was then prepared and characterized. As evidenced by physical appearance and SEM images, the interface between layers became homogeneous after 30 h layering time. Water contact angle values pointed out the hydrophilic nature of the hydrogel surface, while the film surface was hydrophobic. Coupling of the hydrogel with the film improved overall mechanical properties as indicated by stress and % elongation at break.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A hybrid material is defined as a material that consists of two constituents at nano level. Research and development of bio-hybrid materials for temporary skin covers or as wound dressing is becoming a subject of great commercial interest [1]. Wound dressing hydrogels are three-dimensional polymeric networks and are available in sheet form or as a spreadable viscous gel with their uniquely interesting properties such as easy replacement, transparency to allow healing follow-up, oxygen permeability, and so on [2, 3]. In recent years, interest in using the PVA hydrogel has significantly increased related to its high biocompatibility, hydrophilicity, harmlessness, sterility, transparency and the good gel forming capability [4-10]. Several methods have been used for preparing PVA hydrogels [11]. One of them is the successive freeze-thaw cycles which result in a physically cross-linked gel called as cryogel [12]. However, the gel degradation rate and oxygen gas permeability are not satisfactory for further applications. Thus, more improvement of these properties is required. One of the methods used to improving PVA properties is blending PVA with other materials. Natural polymers are usually preferred in biomaterials due to their excellent biological properties, including cell adhesion, mechanical properties similar to the natural tissue, biodegradability and biocompatibility [13]. Thus many researchers prepared PVA blends with various natural polymers such as alginate, chitosan and hyaluronic acid [14-16].

Rice starch (RS) and silk fibroin (SF) are two interesting natural polymers with several advantages that can be utilized for blending with PVA. SF has been widely used in many areas such as medical, pharmaceutical, cosmetic and agricultural applications in the forms of wound dressing, film matrices, hydrogels, etc. Recently, many researchers have reported the study of silk fibroin for various applications [17-22]. Regenerated SF can either be blended or chemically cross-linked with
other natural or synthetic polymers to form hydrogels with improved properties. SF composite gels have been prepared with PVA, gelatin, collagen, poloxamer-407, modified polyethylene glycol (PEG), N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAM), polyacrylamide, etc. [23-33]. Rice starch (RS), another renewable and biodegradable biopolymer, has been increasingly utilized in many applications, primarily because of its low cost and ease of availability [34]. Only a few studies on starch polymer blend hydrogels have been reported [35]. PVA/starch blend hydrogels were prepared by chemical cross-linking [36] and also irradiation technique [37]. Our previous work demonstrated that such prepared PVA/RS/SF film exhibited some improved properties such as lower water solubility, higher oxygen permeability and degradability compared to PVA itself [38, 39].

In this work demonstrates further surface properties improvement of the previously prepared PVA/RS/SF film using glycerol treatment for generating a hydrophobic film. Additionally, the PVA/RS blends were used to prepare PVA/RS/SF hydrogels using the freezing/thawing method to increase porosity in the hydrogels. The optimization of the SF content for preparing both the hydrogel and the glycerol-modified film was done through by firstly blending a PVA:RS mixture (2:1 by weight) with various amounts of SF ranging from 2.67-13.3 php (part per hundred of polymer), and then the characterization of some hydrogel properties. Finally, depending on the proven self-healing property of PVA gels [40], a PVA/RS/SF hybrid material was prepared through the coupling of the prepared PVA/RS/SF hydrogel with the glycerol-modified PVA/RS/SF film by simply layering the hydrogel onto the glycerol-modified film, and leaving them at room temperature until completely adhered to each other. The surface properties of both layers of the hydrogel and the glycerol-modified film of the PVA/RS/SF hybrid material were determined through the water contact angle measurement. The prepared hybrid material has opposite water affinity on each surface. We presume that the opposite water affinity on each surface can give a bandage the advantage of isolating a wound from the external environment while protecting the wound bed from dehydration to facilitate the healing process.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

II.1. Materials
Silk waste was purchased from Jun Thai Silk Group Co., Thailand. Silk fibroin powder (SF) was prepared from silk waste, as the procedure stated by Moonsri et al. [41], without further characterization. RS (Era-Tab, Lot # T510405, Anal. # T0405, loss on drying 11.22%, residue on ignition 0.26 % and pH 5.49) was obtained from Erawan Pharmaceutical Research and Laboratory Company Co., Ltd., Thailand. PVA (99% hydrolyzed with a molecular weight average of 85,000-124,000) was purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. Inc. USA. Glycerol (86-89% assay) was purchased from Fluka BioChemika, Germany. Hexane (95.0% purity) was purchased from Kanto Chemical Co. Inc. Japan. All other chemicals were analytical grade and distilled water was used throughout.

II.2. Preparation of PVA/RS/SF hydrogel
A mixture of 10% w/v PVA and 5% w/v RS solutions (30 mL each) was stirred for 60 min at 80 °C before adding various amounts of SF (0.0200-0.1000 g) into each of the mixture (10 mL) at room temperature. After that the mixed solutions were stirred for 60 min more, then poured into the moulds (20x20x5 mm³) and processed for 7 cycles of freezing at –20 °C for 45 min and further thawing at 25 °C for 45 min. All obtained hydrogels of PVA:RS (2:1 by weight) with the SF contents ranging from 2.67-13.3 php were optimized for obtaining an appropriate SF content for further preparation of glycerol modified PVA/RS/SF film and PVA/RS/SF hybrid material.
II.2.1. Percentages of gel fraction and water absorption

The gel fraction (G) of the PVA/RS/SF gels with various contents of SF was estimated [42] using equation (1). The dried hydrogel and the water-removed hydrogel were weighed. Water uptake of the hydrogel samples was measured at 25 °C. All dried samples were immersed in distilled water at different time intervals, then the swollen samples were removed and immediately weighed after blotting out excess water off the surface. The equilibrium water saturation ($W_{eq}$) in the swollen samples was calculated [11] using equation (2).

$$G(\%) = \frac{W_2}{W_1} \times 100$$

$$W_{eq} = \frac{W_3 - W_1}{W_2} \times 100$$

where $W_1$, $W_2$ and $W_3$ are the weight of dried hydrogel, the weight of the water-removed hydrogel, and the weight of the swollen sample, respectively.

II.2.2. Hydrogel porosity

Percent porosity of the PVA/RS/SF hydrogels was measured by the liquid displacement method [43]. The porosity, $\varepsilon$, is defined as the total volume of the pores divided by the total volume of the porous sample. The sample was immersed in a known volume ($V_1$) of hexane in a graduated cylinder for 10 min. Then the total volume of hexane was recorded again as $V_2$. Later on, the hexane imbibed sample was carefully removed from the cylinder and the remaining hexane volume was recorded as $V_3$. Porosity of the samples was calculated from equation (3).

$$\varepsilon = \frac{V_1 - V_2}{V_2 - V_3} \times 100$$

II.2.3. Mechanical properties

The stress at break and % elongation at break of five selected pieces of the PVA/RS/SF hydrogels were measured using a IMADA force measurement (MX2-500N), with a cross-head speed of 10 mm/min. The results were reported as the average values.

II.3. Preparation of glycerol modified PVA/RS/SF film

A blended film of PVA/RS/SF modified with glycerol in aqueous medium was prepared as the procedure previously mentioned by Kuchaiyaphum et al. [39] with the optimal composition as the above mentioned in the PVA/RS/SF hydrogel preparation. A 1.67 g of glycerol was added into 100 mL of PVA:RS mixture (2:1 by weight) containing 8.00 php of SF to obtain the concentration of 20 % w/w and stirred for 40 min more. Then the mixture was casted in the moulds (10 cm diameter) and the solvent was evaporated at room temperature in a laminar flow hood for a day. After solvent evaporation, the glycerol-modified film was peeled off and soaked in water for various time intervals (15, 30, 60 and 90 min). The soaking time resulted in generating the glycerol-modified film to be more hydrophobic was selected so that this modified film could be used further for a hybrid material preparation.
II.3.1. Film hydrophobicity

The hydrophobicity of the film was evaluated from water contact angle measurement and it was measured by dropping 1 μL of deionized water onto the glycerol-modified film surface using a KYOWA DM 300N Contact Angle Analyzer at 25 °C. The contact angles at 5 second were monitored and the average of at least three measurements was calculated. The remaining glycerol on the PVA/RS/SF films surface after soaking in water at various time intervals were also confirmed through functional group analysis using ATR spectroscopy. The ATR spectra of film samples were recorded with a FTIR-8400S spectrometer (SHIMADZU, Japan) in the range between 4000 to 650 cm⁻¹.

II.3.2. Mechanical properties

Each dried glycerol-modified film sample was cut into small pieces (1×5 cm²) with a film thickness of 0.060 ± 0.010 mm. The stress at break and % elongation at break of five selected pieces of the samples were measured in the same fashion as done with the hydrogels and the average values were reported.

II.4. Preparation and characterization of PVA/RS/SF hybrid material

The PVA/RS/SF hybrid material was prepared by placing the PVA/RS/SF hydrogel (20×20×5 mm³) on the glycerol modified PVA/RS/SF film (50×50×0.060 mm³). The interface between the surfaces of the hydrogel and the glycerol-modified film was investigated after allowing them to adhere for various time periods. Then the cross-sectional morphology of the interface was observed using a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM; JCM-6000, JEOL). For measuring the stress at break and % elongation at break, five selected pieces of the hybrid material were clamped across the bound interface and pulled parallel to the interface using IMADA force measurement (MX2-500N), with a cross-head speed of 10 mm/min. The results were reported as the average values. In addition, gel fraction and % porosity of the hybrid material were also determined using equations (1) and (3), respectively. Finally the surface properties on each surface of the hybrid material were investigated by measuring the water contact angle.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

III.1. Preparation of PVA/RS/SF hydrogel

III.1.1. Percentages of gel fraction and water absorption

The optimum conditions for preparing the PVA/RS/SF hydrogel can be evaluated from the gel fraction values and water absorption data shown in Table 1 and Fig. 1, respectively. Results in Table 1 demonstrate that the percentages of gel fraction of the PVA/RS/SF mixtures at various SF contents are in the range of 82-89 %. Within this range, it appears that the gel fraction values increase with the increase of SF content until reaching the maximum value at the SF content of 8.00 php. Afterward, the more SF is added, the lower the values of gel fraction of the hydrogel are observed. As the SF content increases, more SF molecules enter the network of PVA/RS blend to form gel. However after the maximum amount of SF is reached, the rest of the increased SF could not be part of the gel formation and is washed out later, thus lowering the gel fraction values.

Since water can be absorbed by the PVA/RS/SF hydrogels quite easily due to the hydrophilic nature of the hydrogel, so the extent of water absorption of the PVA/RS/SF hydrogels in Fig.
1 agrees with the result of the gel fraction that the largest water absorption occurs at the highest gel fraction.

**III.1.2. Hydrogel porosity and mechanical properties**

From Table 2, the PVA/RS/SF hydrogels show similar trend of their porosity and mechanical properties on being SF dependent. The hydrogel with 8.00 php SF also exhibits the highest porosity which is agreeable with the gel fraction and water absorption values. Moreover, the maximum values of stress at break and % elongation at break in the presence of SF are also found when 8.00 php of SF is added. However, the stress at break and % elongation at break of the PVA/RS/SF hydrogels are lower than those of the PVA/RS hydrogel without SF. This can be justified by the generated porosity due to the addition of SF and because most of the silk materials developed from silk fibroin solution are weak and brittle [21].

From the above mentioned results, the optimal content of SF in the PVA/RS/SF hydrogel, with 2:1 weight ratio of PVA:RS, was therefore selected at 8.00 php. This optimal condition was used for preparing the glycerol-modified PVA/RS/SF film and also the PVA/RS/SF hybrid material with an opposite water affinity on each surface.

**III.2. Preparation and optimization of glycerol-modified PVA/RS/SF film**

**III.2.1. Film hydrophobicity**

From our previous study [39], hydrophobicity of the glycerol-modified films was successfully achieved by ethanol treatment. However, in order to avoid using an organic solvent, water was used to replace ethanol in enhancing hydrophobicity of the film. Then its hydrophobicity was investigated through the measurement of water contact angle after soaking the glycerol-modified film in water at various soaking times.

Results in Fig. 2 reveal that the glycerol-modified films become hydrophobic after soaking in water for 30 min and their hydrophobicity slowly increases at longer soaking time, evidenced by the increase of water contact angles. This is because the glycerol molecules interact with PVA, RS and SF molecules in the blend through hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl groups of glycerol, PVA, RS and the amide groups of SF [44, 45]. However, some of the glycerol molecules remain unbound, causing more interaction of the hydroxyl groups of unbound glycerol molecules in the glycerol-modified film with water molecules in the water drop. Thus, the water drop would be attracted and adhered more to the surface of the film resulting in less contact angle which indicates less hydrophobic character. Once the films are soaked in water, water molecules are allowed to penetrate the blend and remove more of the unbound glycerol molecules. It was found that 60 min is long enough to remove such glycerol.

As the water contact angle of the glycerol-modified PVA/RS/SF film increases with the increase of soaking time, therefore in order to confirm the removal of glycerol, its content in the PVA/RS/SF films after soaking in water at various time intervals was followed from the ATR spectra shown in Fig. 3. Considering the –OH group stretching vibration in the region of 3600-3000 cm⁻¹, after soaking the modified film in water for longer time, the spectra show more disappearance of –OH band indicating that more unbound glycerol molecules are removed from the films.

**III.2.2. Mechanical Properties**

Mechanical properties in terms of the stress at break and % elongation of the glycerol-modified films after soaking in water at various soaking times are shown in Fig. 4. The increase in soaking time causes the increase of the film strength but decreases its flexibility. Since glycerol is a plasticizer, its function is to reduce the phase separation between PVA, RS and SF by forming hydrogen bonding between the blended materials so that elongation at break of the film is improved. After water-treatment, the amount of glycerol is reduced which causes the higher strength and less flexibility in the film.
However, at soaking times longer than 60 min, the film strength is decreased because the increasing soaking time allows more glycerol within the blend to be removed, in addition to the unbound glycerol molecules. From the above results, 60 min was considered to be appropriate for soaking the glycerol modified film in water so that it can be used further for preparing the hybrid material.

III.3. Preparation and characterization of PVA/RS/SF hybrid material

III.3.1. Physical appearance and interfacial morphology

The photos in Fig. 5 show the interface between the PVA/RS/SF hydrogel and the glycerol modified PVA/RS/SF film within the PVA/RS/SF hybrid material after layering at various times. The two layers of the hybrid material are completely bound together after layering the hydrogel on top of the glycerol-modified film for 30 h in which there is no cleavage between the layers observed. This can be justified, considering the hydroxyl group of vinyl alcohol, the bonding process can be attributed to the formation of hydrogen bonding between PVA chains. It is easy to picture that the hydrogen bonds responsible for the bonding should essentially be those formed between PVA chains on both sides of the interface and/or those between PVA chains on one side and PVA chains diffusing across the interface from the other side when the two surfaces are brought into contact [40]. The cross-sectional SEM image in Fig. 6 also confirms the existing bound interface within the hybrid material after 30 h of layering. This image also reveals that the structures of the hydrogel layer appear to be porous whereas the blended film layer is more dense.

III.3.2. Gel fraction, porosity and mechanical properties

Result in Table 3 reveals that after coupling the PVA/RS/SF hydrogel with the glycerol-modified PVA/RS/SF film, the gel fraction and percent porosity of the PVA/RS/SF hybrid material do not change that much. However, the stress at break and % elongation at break of the hybrid material are a bit higher than those of the hydrogel itself, whereas, the elongation at break of the hybrid material is higher than that of the glycerol-modified film. Hence, these results show the improvement of the mechanical properties of the PVA/RS/SF hybrid material indicating that the structure of the PVA/RS/SF hybrid material is stronger than that of the PVA/RS/SF hydrogel and more flexible than both PVA/RS/SF hydrogel and the glycerol-modified PVA/RS/SF film.

III.3.3. Surface property and water absorption

Fig. 7 depicts the water affinity behavior of the PVA/RS/SF hybrid material. As evidenced by a large value (110.4±3.4º) of water contact angle and water drop formation observed on the surface of the glycerol-modified film, this indicates the hydrophobic nature of the surface. On contrary, when water was dropped on the surface of the hydrogel layer, it was quickly absorbed, thus its water contact angle of the PVA/RS/SF hydrogel surface could not be detected. So the hydrogel layer of the hybrid material is very strongly hydrophilic. These results of the water affinity behavior of the prepared PVA/RS/SF hybrid material suggest an approach to produce a bio-hybrid material with opposite water affinity on its surfaces.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The PVA/RS/SF hybrid material with opposite water affinity on each surface was successfully prepared. The PVA/RS/SF hydrogel was coupled to the glycerol modified PVA/RS/SF film and leaving them bonded for 30 h at room temperature. The content of SF for preparing the layers of hybrid material was initially optimized from the specific properties of the PVA/RS/SF hydrogel. The addition of SF produced more porosity in the hydrogel. In addition, the water absorption, gel fraction and mechanical properties of the hydrogel were also dependent on the porosity of the hydrogel. The optimal
SF content was selected to be 8.00 php in which the gel fraction of the PVA/RS/SF hydrogel was about 89% after 7 cycles of freezing/thawing. The PVA/RS/SF film modified with glycerol became hydrophobic by simply soaking it in water. The hydrophobicity of the glycerol-modified film was slowly increased by increasing the soaking time up to 60 min as the excess glycerol was leached out. The obtained PVA/RS/SF hybrid material had better mechanical properties than the PVA/RS/SF hydrogel and the glycerol-modified PVA/RS/SF film itself. Results from the measurement of water contact angle on both surfaces of the hybrid material indicated that the surface of the PVA/RS/SF hydrogel layer was hydrophilic while the layer of glycerol-modified PVA/RS/SF film was hydrophobic with a water contact angle of about 110°.
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Fig. 2. Water contact angles on the glycerol modified PVA/RS/SF films after soaking in water at different soaking times.
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Fig. 3. ATR spectra of (a) the glycerol-modified PVA/RS/SF, and the glycerol-modified films after soaking in water for various time intervals of (b) 15 min, (c) 30 min and (d) 60 min.

Fig. 4. Stress at break and % elongation at break of the glycerol modified PVA/RS/SF films after soaking in water.
Fig. 5. Photos of the PVA/RS/SF hybrid material after layering at room temperature for (a) 18 h, (b) 24 h and (c) 30 h.

Fig. 6. Cross-sectional SEM images showing the interface within the PVA/RS/SF hybrid material after layering for 30 h.

Fig. 7. Demonstration of water affinity behavior of the PVA/RS/SF hybrid material and water absorption on each surface of the (a) PVA/RS/SF hydrogel and (b) glycerol modified PVA/RS/SF film, after complete adhering.

Table 1. Gel fraction (G) of PVA/RS/SF hydrogel with various SF contents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SF content (php) in the PVA/RS/SF hydrogel</th>
<th>0.00</th>
<th>2.67</th>
<th>5.33</th>
<th>8.00</th>
<th>10.7</th>
<th>13.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% gel fraction</td>
<td>85.2±0.8</td>
<td>86.4±0.5</td>
<td>87.3±0.3</td>
<td>89.4±0.5</td>
<td>84.7±0.6</td>
<td>81.9±0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Porosity and mechanical properties of PVA/RS/SF hydrogels with various SF contents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SF contents (php) in the PVA/RS/SF hydrogel</th>
<th>Porosity (%)</th>
<th>Stress at break (MPa)</th>
<th>% Elongation at break</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>50.0±0.8</td>
<td>0.64±0.03</td>
<td>132.89±7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>52.3±0.7</td>
<td>0.29±0.07</td>
<td>76.98±2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>60.0±1.2</td>
<td>0.35±0.04</td>
<td>85.74±5.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>71.4±0.7</td>
<td>0.45±0.12</td>
<td>105.45±2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>66.7±1.0</td>
<td>0.43±0.10</td>
<td>78.31±3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>66.4±0.5</td>
<td>0.42±0.19</td>
<td>76.41±2.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Comparison of some properties of the PVA/RS/SF hydrogel, the glycerol-modified PVA/RS/SF film, and the PVA/RS/SF hybrid material at the same optimal composition of 2:1 weight ratio of PVA:RS and 8.00 php SF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>PVA/RS/SF Hydrogel</th>
<th>Glycerol-modified film</th>
<th>Hybrid material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gel fraction (%)</td>
<td>89.4±0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>90.1±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity (%)</td>
<td>71.4±0.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>71.0±1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical properties</td>
<td>0.45±0.12</td>
<td>37.53±1.75</td>
<td>1.7±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Stress at break (MPa)</td>
<td>105.45±2.72</td>
<td>12.01±0.60</td>
<td>118.4±1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Elongation at break (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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